SECOND JOINT STATEMENT
ON
AUSTRALIA - UNITED KINGDOM
DEFENCE COOPERATION

-

The Australian Minister for Defence, the Hon. Stephen Smith MP, and the United Kingdom

(UK) Secretary of State for Defence, the Rt Hon Dr Liam Fox MP, met to review the
strategic direction of the UK-Australia defence relationship at the third Australia-United
Kingdom Ministerial (AUKMIN) Dialogue in Sydney on 18 January 2011.

Since the 2008 Joint Statement on Defence Cooperation Australia has produced a Defence
White Paper and developed, and is now implementing, a Defence Strategic Reform Program;
and the UK has delivered its Strategic Defence and Security Review. These initiatives

acknowledge the need for significant reform to ensure our Defence Forces remain equipped
to respond to vital national security concerns. This joint statement gives clear direction to our
bilateral Defence relationship reflecting new and shared security interests. Today, both
nations have also signed a Strategic Policy Partnership formalising collaboration between the

UK Ministry of Defence and Australian Department of Defence through the exchange of
strategic high-level documents and committing to a close and candid dialogue on key
strategic issues of mutual interest.
Strategic Context

The Australia-UK Defence relationship is enduring and founded on history, the democratic

-

values we share, and similar strategic perspectives as outward-looking nations committed to a
stable rules-based international order. Both the UK and Australia face security challenges

from an increasingly diverse variety of sources, including terrorism, international and
regional military crises, activities in cyber space, regional challenges, piracy, the proliferation
of weapons of mass destruction, and natural disasters such as major flooding and pandemics.
Full

and

active engagement on

issues

of mutual

interest through

strategic

dialogue,

operational cooperation, intelligence sharing, and personnel exchange allows us to react
quickly and effectively when threats to our national interests arise.
Our Defence relationship has been strengthened through our military deployments to
Afghanistan, which aim to ensure that international terrorism based in Afghanistan is not a
threat to our countries or to the international community. Beyond Afghanistan we need to be
prepared to respond to any future international military crises that may arise, and to prevent
fragile, failing, and failed states from providing environments for terrorists to exploit.

This

means we must focus on building Defence capabilities that support cross-government efforts

to prevent crises developing, deter threats to peace and stability, and be capable of
intervening militarily as a last resort. Effective cooperation between military and civilian
agencies

is essential to

supporting the peace

and

stability of fragile states, and the

considerable experience of both countries provides significant opportunities for exploiting
complementary approaches and sharing lessons learnt.

-

The Present Defence Relationship

Since 2008 we have increased information sharing at the strategie level through the

establishment of regular senior level military and civilian Defence Policy talks, which have
_

brought further focus and coordination to the Service-to-Service and functional linkages
underpinning the Defence relationship.

Our regular prograrn of dialogue will continue, and

we will also continue to participate in multilateral security mechanisms such as the Five
Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA), and support the current stock take that will ensure the
continued relevance of the FPDA to ali members. We will al so remain committed to the
America-Britain-Canada-Australia (ABCA) armies prograrn and to the UK's membership of,
and Australia's engagement with, the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO), and
pursue a substantial prograrn of Defence cooperation through exchanges on Defence science

and technology, and joint training and exercises that support our interoperability.
Future intent and implementation
Recognising both nations' requirement to reform the way we conduct Defence business, and

to manage our relationship in a cost-constrained environment, we should look to share best
practice in Defence procurement and exploit opportunities to collaborate on current and
future equipment eapability and research and development prograrnmes. We should also seek

to maximise our cooperation on eyber security reflecting eoneems in both countries that
misuse of cyber space poses a threat to our shared strategie interests. Our future eooperation
will be targeted to aehieve praetieal and eost effeetive outcomes, and ensure that our

engagement, including in the form of seeondments and postings in eaeh others' eountries, is
undertaken with a clear focus on effieiency and aehieving the best value for our eurrent
Defence and strategie needs.
_

Noting the intent of our Foreign Ministers to reinvigorate the bilateral relationship we have

likewise signalled our interest in maintaining dynamie and relevant Defenee ties. As Defenee
Ministers, this entails a eommitment to ensure that our bilateral Defenee engagement aims to
deliver enduring strategie benefits to both our countries, and to our allies and partners. This
eommitrnent will be implemented through the delivery of a joint statement at each AUKMIN,

recognising the increasing diversity and uncertainty of global risks, as well as the benefits of
our strong and foeused Defenee eooperation.

-

